Discover northern Italy
in a Vintage Car
Stay with us and explore the beauty of Northern Italy with a private self-drive tour in a vintage Alfa
Romeo car. Our Culture and Nature tours allow guests the opportunity to visit some of Northern
Italy’s most attractive destinations including Bergamo, a city rich in art and architecture with a
gorgeous medieval quarter, Cremona, a charming little town with over one hundred luthier
workshops, and Lake Maggiore, home to some of Italy’s most impressive gardens.
Each self-drive itinerary features guided activities and includes lunch for two people (excluding
beverages). Dedicated tour guides and photographers are available at an additional charge.
A personal assistant driver in a separate vehicle will be on call 24/7 to ensure a smooth rental
experience from start to finish, providing valet parking, car wash, refuelling service and technical
support.

Historic violin maker’s
workshop in Cremona

Homemade casoncelli pasta
in Bergamo

Villa Taranto at
Lake Maggiore, and more

Take part in a one hour tour of a
historic violin maker's workshop
and learn about the art of
shaping and assembling violins
in the tradition of Stradivari,
master luthier and crafter of
stringed instruments. Home to
over 100 violin workshops, the
picturesque town of Cremona is
located in the Po plain. Enjoy
lunch at a traditional restaurant
as part of the tour.

During a one-hour cooking class
at one of the city’s best
restaurants you will learn how to
make homemade casoncelli
bergamaschi, stuffed pasta
traditionally made with pork and
beef that is typical of this area.
Following the class, you will
enjoy delicious lunch dishes
prepared with top-quality local
ingredients,
including
the
restaurant’s famous casoncelli.

Sample cheeses at renowned
family-run cheese refiner Luigi
Guffanti. You will visit the shop’s
cavernous cellars, home to
maturing chambers that age
cheeses to perfection. Following
lunch at a two-Michelin starred
restaurant, you will explore the
spectacular gardens of Villa
Taranto, home to nearly 20,000
plant varieties representing more
than 3,000 species.

Valid until 31st December 2018 and available to guests booking the Bed and Breakfast room package
with rates starting from EUR 825 per room per night, inclusive of daily breakfast for one or two people.
Each of the self-drive tours listed above is subject to a separate quotation.
Tours must be booked at least 7 days in advance.
For tour bookings, call the Concierge on +39 02 87318888 or e-mail momln-concierge@mohg.com
The cars are provided by JOEY RENT

